QUESTION OF THE MONTH
Kayla Schuster: Swimming 101/102. I'm a freaking mermaid and could live in the water if I had the choice! It's awesome fun and you get good exercise! 101 is the basics, but if you can already swim, you can take 102 which is focusing on strokes. Only 1 credit, but a nice break from upper level meteor classes that blow your brains out!

Brittany Peterson: Band was definitely a favorite class of mine, but I'd also recommend ballroom dance. I'm not a dancer by any means, but I took it with a friend so we had a blast. It gives you a work out and also happens to be a great place to find new friends or romance, or wow your significant other with your skills. (if you're into that). -2012.

Evan James: Astro 250 - Astronomy Bizarre (I'd recommend anything taught by Dr. Steve Kawaler) and Soc 331 - Social Class and Inequality (great course if you like to debate) - class of '07

Robert Nelson: Philosophy 485 (Philosophy of Physics) is fascinating if you're a science nerd. You have in-depth discussions on the history and interpretation of the fundamental theories of physics (thermodynamics, relativity, etc.)

-2012